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Migrants suffer from inequalities when approaching and using healthcare services. Our meta-analysis of a 10-year longitudinal

investigation of healthcare services in Italy identifies four forms of servicescapes found in hospitals and other health centers. We

document how each of these servicescapes—involving physical, social, and intangible dimensions—is not neutral in the making of

ethnic structures, thus showing political, social, and ideological implications.
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from their rural or squatter social networks and cultural heritages. As 
these men build their professional reputations as hairdressers, they 
also begin to believe, and not without some practical justification, 
that they can wield subtle forms of influence over their middle class 
clientele. For customers and hairdressers, the structural realities of 
class stratification, become less relevant to their interactions than 
their respective perceptions of who is being placed in a position of 
greater dependency over the course of the relationship. 

Accordingly, customers and hairdressers’ servicescape interac-
tions are oriented toward managing and recalibrating the asymmet-
rical interdependencies which bind them together.  In many cases, 
these relational practices are conventional aspects of the services-
cape script. These standardized conventions enable customers to 
experience their class-based advantages as self-evident entitlements 
which can go without saying and that need no justification. For ex-
ample, customers’ expectations of empathy and indeed anticipatory 
emotional responsiveness become one of the de facto means through 
which they implement their class privileges over hairdressers and 
other salon workers. 

In contradistinction to the repressive portrayals of emotional 
(and aesthetic) labor advanced by the sociology of servicework para-
digm, we show that hairdressers (and their young apprentices) view 
servicescape figurations as an empowering means to pursue their 
own consumer-oriented identity projects, rather than as an alienating 
disciplinary regime. Seen in this light, the Turkish hairdressers are 
strategically deploying the cultural and economic resources gained 
through their subordinated position in these servicescape figurations 
to circumvent other pressing socio-cultural limits on their consumer 
identities.  

Our analysis also brings into sharper relief how confluences of 
class and gender positions are manifested and negotiated in the in-
stitutional positions, interaction norms, and shifting power relations 
of a servicescape. On the hairdressers’ side, their reconfigured iden-
tity positions demonstrate that patriarchal advantages are not equally 
distributed across class strata (or even geographic region as social 
actors move from rural to urban settings). As these working class/
squatter men seek to gain higher class standing by entering the met-
ropolitan hairdressing profession, they also abdicate some traditional 
forms of patriarchal authority. In effect, they are trading a subcultural 
species of gender capital, having currency in a socio-economically 
marginalized social sphere, for forms of capital (e.g., economic, so-
cial, and cultural) (Bourdieu 1990; Holt 1998) which provide more 
utility in metropolitan and middle class status systems.

Culturally and Linguistically Appropriated 
Servicescapes: The Making of Ethnicity in the 

Context of Healthcare Services

ExTENDED ABSTRACT
“Shoppers are not anonymous, historyless individuals when 

they walk in the door, and stores are not monolithic spaces that affect 
all who enter in uniform and predictable ways (…). In the confron-
tation between historically situated people and socially constructed 
spaces, people are repeatedly reconstructed as particular people in 
that place.” (Chin 1998: 612).

Since the pioneering work of Tuan (1974) and the foundation 
of the servicescape concept (Booms and Bitner 1981), space in the 
marketplace has represented a key part of our mundane experience 
as both shoppers and consumers. Scholars in the field have variously 
defined servicescape. Tighter elaborations set the boundaries of ser-
vicescape to the built-environment and the physical components of 
the context in which the seller and the customer interact (Booms 

and Bitner 191; Bitner 1992). Within such tangible space, the ser-
vice allows for sociality but the focus remains on the “language of 
the objects” (Bitner 1992: 62), including ambient conditions, spatial 
layout, and material artifacts.  

Recent positions extensively interpret the servicescape, for ex-
ample by highlighting its social dimension (Tombs and McColl-Ken-
nedy 2003). More radically, Sherry (1998: 6) draws from Relph’s 
(1976) idea that spaces may include intentions, attitudes, purposes, 
and experiences. Venkatesh (1998) further expands this notion to 
comprise the imaginary of the cyberspace. Again, Chin (1998) ar-
gues that servicescape implies also the planning and design of physi-
cal space, and thus the intentional, purposeful making of the service 
model as fulfilled by its spatiality.  

Our research adheres to this comprehensive formulation of ser-
vicescape. In fact, our inquiry combines the tangible and the im-
material, the functional and the symbolic components of healthcare 
servicescapes. In particular, we focus on the ways in which migrants 
are transported, accompanied, served, and assisted by healthcare 
services in Italy. Within these services, the aim is to investigate the 
role of space in the representation, making, contestation, negotiation, 
rejection, and socialization of ethnicity. This project is grounded on 
the evidence that health inequalities against ethnic minorities are 
perpetrated (Ibrahim 2003; Rosenbaum and Montoya 2007), due to 
intentional and unintentional mistakes committed along the process 
of service design and supply. 

Empirically and methodologically, our interpretations emerge 
from a meta-analysis (Hunter and Schmidt 2004) of the projects we 
have conducted, or supervised, during the last ten years in Lom-
bardy, Italy. One of the researchers holds a Ph.D. in marketing, and 
has analyzed particularly the logics, intentions, and implications of 
the servicescape design. The other researcher has a Ph.D. in cultural 
psychology and has taken part to the elaboration and testing of alter-
native forms of servicescape for migrant patients. Data are generated 
from quite an extended set of methods, including ethnography, ac-
tion research, observation, participant observation, researcher intro-
spection, questionnaire collection, group discussion, short and depth 
interviews with patients, doctors, and medical staff in various service 
settings (first aid, pediatrics, psychiatry, proximity health-services, 
maternity wards, etc.) and contexts (within the service, at school, at 
home, etc.).

Our analysis shows four main forms of servicescape, which 
we label: i) undifferentiated; ii) assisted; iii) ad hoc, and iv) trans-
cultural. Undifferentiated servicescapes put forward a biomedical 
approach, which assumes that the constructs of body, health, and 
illness are not cultural specific. The homogenizing frame of these 
services, which is erroneously proposed as universalism, is detect-
able from physical and ideological components of the servicescape: 
monolingual banners and flyers, Westernized space design, presence 
of traditional medical personnel, and willingness to treat all cus-
tomers the same regardless of their ethnic/national origin. Assisted 
servicescapes acknowledge the higher barriers that ethnic patients 
usually have to access and properly consume the service. Here, the 
built-environment reveals an attempt to facilitate ethnic customers 
by means of multilingual communications and the presence of pro-
fessional facilitators (i.e., linguistic and cultural mediators). Third, 
ad hoc servicescapes are meant to meet the exclusive and distinc-
tive needs of ethnic patients, and thus result in the complete revision 
of the physical, social, and conceptual dimensions of the services-
cape. Communications are often in the languages of the customers, 
environments are more welcoming and informal, treatments can be 
alternative and conscious of cultural traditions, and the service de-
sign is frequently ethno-specific (Nathan 2001). At the same time, 
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socialization is enclavized since customers of the service are solely 
immigrants. Finally, transcultural servicescapes constitute the most 
sophisticated example of “medical pluralism” (Goldstein 2004). In 
this case, the areas of the servicescape mostly put under revision are 
the social and the immaterial ones. Socialization does not show eth-
nic divides but admits forms of social exchange receptive of cultural 
differences since the medical personnel here contests ethnocentric, 
univocal modes of relation. Also, the service design is totally re-
framed in order to leverage cultural commonalities across ethnici-
ties. The built environment often presents adaptations: Psychiatric 
services have abandoned the semiotic separation between the physi-
cian and the patient (usually imposed by the doctor’s desk) in favor 
of a circular display of chairs where the patient, his/her relatives, and 
the various members of the medical team are equally titled to gener-
ate and negotiate interpretations.  

Our findings demonstrate that healthcare servicescapes not only 
may differently incorporate ethnic customers (the four forms afore-
mentioned) but also—and more intriguingly—contribute to eternize 
or contest ethnic structures. According to the physical, social, and 
ideological traits of the servicescape, ethnicity acquires complete-
ly different valences, ranging from transparency (undifferentiated 
services) to inconvenience (assisted services), and from otherness 
(ad hoc services) to open confrontation (transcultural services). As 
Proshanksy (1978: 150 quoted in Rosenbaum and Montoya 2007: 
208) contends, “there is no physical setting that is not also a social, 
cultural, and psychological setting”, and—we argue—also a political 
and ideological one.
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